
Greetings 

This year we have made a considerable change by placing all of our items on our website instead of a paper catalog.  Many cultivars are 
illustrated in our site, and for the others, please go to www.daffseek.org or check previous catalogs. 

We greatly regret that, due to age and health, this is our last catalog. We cannot begin to express our appreciation for the many years of 
wonderful interest and support for our business and hybridizing program. So many of our customers have become personal friends and 
that will never end. 

We wish to express appreciation to the American Daffodil Society, along with all of the local daffodil societies, which have strongly 
advocated for specialty growers, as well as encouraging the development of new cultivars. The many customers and friendships which 
have formed over the years because of ADS is immeasurable. 

It has been a privilege to list David and Robin Jackson’s very fine cultivars, acclimated to the Northern Hemisphere, over the past several 
years, for they are a great addition to our offerings. We have especially enjoyed working with them and treasure their friendship. 

After a rigorous Hot Water Treatment and fumigation of land, bulb health is at its optimum and we are looking forward to listing a number of 
items that have not been listed in several years. It is very possible that some will sell out early due to limited quantities and we very much 
appreciate it when alternates can be specified. In some cases, two rounds will be used to supply one double nose bulb. Some of the 
miniatures and upper divisions are supplied primarily in rounds (one round per order) because they make mostly round bulbs. We have 
lowered the prices of many cultivars, for sale this year. 

There are six categories of available bulbs; within each, they are listed alphabetically: 

 Introductions 

 General List 

 Bulbs – Very Limited Supply  

 Miniatures  

 Seedlings 

 Bulbs from Jackson’s Daffodils (acclimated to Northern Hemisphere)  

At the end of each of these categories, we have placed a list of each cultivar by division, for ease of locating bulbs of any given division. 

Due to the timing of this list, no acknowledgement will be sent, so that we may put full time into preparing bulbs for shipment, which will 
commence in early September. If there are any special requests, we will be happy to communicate by email.  

Within the continental US, please note that we pay all postage on orders over $40.00. (See order instructions). For overseas and Canada 
orders, please contact us so that we may send a copy of our explanation of postage and export fees. 

Again, we wish to thank each and every one of you for making our business possible for so many years. This is the 87th year of family 
operation (in two generations). Your interest has been deeply appreciated. 

Best wishes,  
Richard and Elise Havens 

  



New Introductions 

AMERICAN FALLS  (Havens) 2014 2Y-P M 15" (Acumen x American Dream) OH4/24.  Quite unique from its siblings, this one has a 
heavily ruffled long corona, of mid pink. The smooth broad perianth of deep lemon, tends to reflex slightly.   02-336  $28.00 each. 

AMERICAN LIFE  (Havens)  2014  7YYW-W  L  16"  (Regeneration x Pink Setting) LH38/1. Well formed, nicely placed about  3 florets 

per stem, smaller than many. Flat lemon  yellow perianth with white halo; cup-shaped corona becoming very white at maturity. 
Sweet jonquil fragrance.    07-266  $17.00 each. 

CHRISTMAS CHIMES  (Havens)  2014  7W-P  LL  12"  (Third generation from Quick Step open pollinated)  HO11.  Well formed, with 

broad, relatively flat white perianth and cup shaped pure pink corona. One of the last to bloom here, extending the season. Sweetly 
scented and vigorous grower. Fertile. Can produce rough appearing bulbs.  Limited supply.   07-126  $25.00 each. 

COLLEGE ROAD (Havens) 2014 2Y-P LM 18" (Acumen x American Dream) OH4/4A.  Beautifully formed and colored flower, with 

smooth flat lemon yellow perianth and long cylindrical pink corona, slightly ruffled at the margin. Broadly ovate, smooth perianth 
segments of fine show form.   02-341  $40.00 each. 

COMMENCEMENT  (Havens) 2014 4Y-P LM 15" (Ransom x Convergence) OH11.  One of our nicest pink and yellow doubles. A fuller 

flower, with more pink petaloids than our others, with a lighter, truer pink color. Broad, symmetrical petals of lemon yellow. Good 
stance with short neck.   04-159  $50.00 each. 

CROSS CURRENT  (Havens) 2014 5Y-Y L 15" (Hillstar x N.t. triandrus) Y93/56. Another exceptional seedling from this cross, 

somewhat more formal than a number of its siblings. Moderately reflexing soft lemon yellow perianth is symmetrical. Cup shaped 
coronas are a shade lighter than the perianths. Very floriferous, generally with 3-5 florets per stem. Pendant blooms cover the 
plants. Sometimes produces rough appearing bulbs for us.  Limited supply.   05-502  $20.00 each. 

DISSERTATION  (Havens) 2014 7Y-Y L 17" ((Limequilla op.) x N. jonquilla) MH47/1.  A unique style of jonquil, the perianth is very flat 

and star-shaped; small cup-shaped corona. Generally 3-4 florets per stem with a light fragrance. Exceptionally well placed on the 
stem. Winner of White ribbon, Grant & Amy Mitsch Award, and one bloom was awarded the Rose Ribbon and the Olive Lee 
Trophy at the Tacoma ADS Convention in 2007. Still in very short supply. Sometimes makes odd shaped bulbs.   07-300  $35 

each. 

EMPEROR CONCERTO  (Havens) 2014 2YYW-WWY LM 18" (American Classic x Rose Lake)  QH23/6.  A very exceptional flower 

from this cross, it is a borderline trumpet, and may prove worthy of change if measurements are consistent enough in various 
climates. Silken smooth texture throughout, the perianth is so broad that the petals nearly touch and the sepals sometimes overlap. 
Smooth lemon perianth with heavy substance, complements the long cylindrical corona which turns white at maturity, with only a 
hint of yellow rim. Won the Bender Award (Best flower from the Challenge Collections) at the 2012 National Show in Baltimore.   
02-329  $50.00 each. 

FIERY ARROW  (Havens) 2014 2O-O L 16” (Red Sheen x N. jonquilla) RH26/1 An especially nice intermediate flower, 52 mm in 

diameter, with one flower per stem. Quite rounded perianth of yellow with a deep underlay of orange. Bright bowl shaped corona of 
vivid orange. Appears to be very vigorous. Very limited supply.   02-258  $40.00 each. 

GOLDEN PATH  (Galyon) 2014 7Y-Y L 20" (Limequilla x Hillstar) FGO3/3.  Dr. Frank Galyon had a goal of producing well formed deep 

yellow jonquil hybrids which were fertile. He succeeded in this one. Good size deep golden flowers, generally 2 per stem, the long 
cylindrical cup is derived from Limequilla, perhaps the slight frill at the border from Hillstar. Very vigorous and seems to be a rapid 
increaser for us.   07-190  $20.00 each. 

LAKELAND POET (Galyon) 2014 9W-R LL 16" (Lights Out x Bonbon) FG79.  Exceptionally good poet late in the season, the all red 

disk-shaped cup is made even more prominent by the relatively flat very white perianth with a little inflexing at the border. In very 
short supply.   09-463  $30.00 each. 

LEMON CRYSTAL  (Havens)  2014  2YYW-WWY  L  15" (Color Magic x American Classic) QH26/2.  A very substantial  flower with 

excellent color contrast and very heavy substance. Broad rounded perianth segments of deep golden lemon; heavily ruffled cup. 
Quite a stunning appearance at maturity with stark white corona rimmed with deep golden lemon yellow ruffle, similar in color to the 
perianth. Large flower with good keeping ability. Very limited supply.   02-343  $30.00 each. 

NORDIC WHITE  (Havens) 2014 5W-W LM 14" (Limequilla x N.t. var triandrus ) HH20/2.  Beautifully well formed graceful flower with 

broad reflexing perianth and cup shaped corona. Pendant white flowers generally 3-5 per stem. Seems to be a good grower for us, 
increasing nicely, but still a very limited stock. Can produce rough appearing bulbs.   05-348  $30.00 each. 

RELATIVITY  (Havens) 2014 2YYW-Y LM 19" (American Classic x Disquiet) LH64/2.  Relativity is quite similar to its sibling Spring 

Grace, introduced in 2013, but very slightly smaller and perhaps a bit lighter in color. Both are excellent show flowers, extremely 
smooth very flat lemon yellow perianth with a narrow but distinct white halo; the straight cylindrical long corona of deep lemon 
yellow completes the picture.  Very limited supply.   02-346  $50.00 each. 

SNOW ROSE (Havens) 2014 2W-PPR LM 17" (Piano Concerto x ?) MH31/2.  A noteworthy flower, the smooth flat perianth of white is 

broad and uniform; the deep pink corona is bordered with pink-red. Slightly ruffled rim resists catching in the perianth as the buds 
open. We are not sure what the pollen parent is, but apparently one of the deeper red pinks.   02-162  $35.00 each. 

 



STARCREST (Havens) 2014 7Y/W-Y L 11" (N. jonquilla open pollinated) HHO5/1.  Deep yellow edges on the perianth with the same 

color in the cup. Quite similar to Endearing but after opening with pale lemon in the center of the perianth seems to have more 
pronounced white when it is mature, the white becoming very distinct in a few days. Very good increaser and similar in health to N. 
jonquilla.  Of miniature size.   07-282  $15.00 each. 

SUBLIMITY (Havens) 2014 2Y-P LM 18" (American Classic x Rose Lake) QH23/3.  One of the best of this cross with very broad lemon 

yellow perianth, the petals nearly touching. The long straight corona of pastel pink is crenate at the edge. Excellent for exhibition. 
Very limited supply.   02-332  $45.00 each. 

SUN SPRITE  (Havens) 2014 7Y/W-W  L  16" ((LH32/8 (Perpetuation x Regeneration) op.)  SHO38/1.  Unusual color arrangement with 

the center of the perianth being white, surrounded by lemon yellow. Nicely formed reverse bicolor jonquil of slightly smaller size 
than some. Broad, flat perianth accentuates the unusual color arrangement. Cup shaped corona, becoming pure white at maturity, 
is well proportioned to the entire flower.   07-306  $20.00 each.  

SWEDISH TREASURE  (Havens)  2014  2Y-PPY  L  17"  (Acumen x American Dream)  OH4/25.  Very beautiful flower with unusual 

color. Flat broad perianth of deep lemon yellow complements the cylindrical pink cup, bordered with a slightly rolled pinkish yellow 
frill. The greenish juncture of cup and petals along with the yellow underlay in the pink corona make a beautiful and unique color 
combination.   02-347  $40.00 each. 

 

2014 Introductions (by Division) 
DIVISION 2  –  LARGE CUPS 

AMERICAN FALLS ............................................2Y-P 

COLLEGE ROAD ...............................................2Y-P 

EMPEROR CONCERTO ...................................2YYW-WWY 

FIERY ARROW..................................................2O-O 

LEMON CRYSTAL .............................................2YYW-WWY 

RELATIVITY ......................................................2YYW-Y 

SNOWROSE .....................................................2W-PPR 

SUBLIMITY ........................................................2Y-P 

SWEDISH TREASURE ......................................2Y-PPY 

DIVISION 4 – DOUBLES 

COMMENCEMENT ...........................................4Y-P 

DIVISION 5 – TRIANDRUS HYBRIDS 

CROSS CURRENT ............................................5Y-Y 

NORDIC WHITE ................................................5W-W 

DIVISION 7 – JONQUILLA HYBRIDS 

AMERICAN LIFE ...............................................7YYW-W 

CHRISTMAS CHIMES .......................................7W-P 

DISSERTATION ................................................7Y-Y 

GOLDEN PATH .................................................7Y-Y 

STARCREST .....................................................7Y/W-Y 

SUNSPRITE ......................................................7Y/W-W 

DIVISION 9 – POETS 

LAKELAND POET .............................................9W-R 

  



General List 

ADORABLE LASS  (Frey)  1992  6Y-Y  EE  (Wee Bee x N. cyclamineus)  PEF9/5.  A delightful sister to Little Sunshine with broader 

petals that are quite flat on opening. In a day or two they are very slightly reflexed. Beautifully formed and truly an “adorable lass.”   
06-659  $9.00 each. 

AMADEUS (Mitsch) 1997 2W-R LM 19" (Precedent x Magician) TT10/3. A real breakthrough in color, large broad rounded perianth of 

pure white stands in contrast to the brilliant red corona frilled and expanded. It is almost as if the corona is emitting light. Heavy 
substance and strong stem. As in all flowers, climatic conditions will influence color intensity. 02-957  $14.00 each. 

AMERICAN CLASSIC  (Havens) 1997 2Y-WYY  L 19" (Sungem x Lemon Lyric) XH120/1.  Perfection of form characterizes this flower, 

as the parentage would suggest. Very  broadly ovate perianth of deep lemon yellow, every flower perfectly flat, very slightly 
reflexing at maturity.  Straight corona opens buff, turning white at the base, leaving buff yellow at the mouth.  One of our best show 
flowers.   02-958  $15.00 each. 

AMERICAN DREAM  (Havens) 1999 1Y-P M 18" (Memento x Lorikeet) SEH21/5. One of our best, a most refined flower with elegant 

form and heavy substance. Of smoothest texture, the very broadly ovate, spade shaped, flat perianth segments of deep lemon 
yellow are in sharp contrast to the narrow waisted pink trumpet Recipient of the Wm. G. Pannill Award from ADS .   01-579  $27.00 

each. 

AMERICAN GOLDFINCH  (Frey) 2000 7W-GYY L 8 1/2" (Barbet x N. jonquilla) QEE9/3.  Opens with lemon yellow perianth and pale 

lemon yellow corona, the perianth lightens to ivory white with bright yellow at base where petals overlap and the corona deepens to 
bright yellow at maturity. Softly fluted  cup. Very prolific bloomer; 2-3 florets  per stem.  07-264  $7.00 each. 

ANITRA’S DANCE (Havens) 2010 2W-P LM 15" (Lorikeet x Magician) WH27/5. A most beautiful flower from this prolific cross. Very 

broad perianth with heavy substance, and formal enough for show. Brightly colored, pink corona is funnel shaped, expanded at the 
margin with a heavily ruffled border. Even with the preceding corona, the perianth resists tears and nicks. An excellent garden 

flower with potential for show and breeding. Rapid increaser.  02-160  $9.00 each. 

APRIL PEACH (Frey) 7W-GPP LM (F31/5 x N. jonquilla)  QEE14/1.  A nicely formed jonquil; peachy pink cup shaped corona with a 
green eye. Excellent for arrangements.   07-195  $7.00 each. 

APRIL SNOW (Guy Wilson) 2W-W M  9" Charming large cup variety, milk white throughout.  02-392 $6.00 each. 

ARCTIC PINK  (Havens) 2011 2YYW-P LM 17" (Acumen x American Dream) OH4/2.  Deep contrast characterizes this one – a very 

broad sharp lemon perianth and a straight cylindrical corona, pink to the base; there is a hint of yellow underlay at the slightly frilled 
and expanded rim. A unique flower with a special beauty. Limited supply.  02-146  $25.00 each. 

ASTUTE  (Havens) 2009 2W-O M 16" (REH26/ (Gold Crown x F111 [(Ardour x Ceylon) x Brer Fox] x unknown) HH31/2. Brilliant 

orange cylindrical corona with a hint of a slightly lighter ruffle at the border is in contrast to a broad, flat perianth of creamy white 
with an orange-yellow underlay at the center, which fades as the flower ages. Short neck, heavy substance and bright color makes 
a long lasting flower for hybridizing, garden and show. Very striking flower of refined form.   02-114  $25.00 each. 

BATTLEFORD  (Havens)  2012  4Y-Y  M  16"  (Baldock x Convergence)  OH7/5.  Full double with some stigmas, the inner segments a 

rather apricot-yellow. Very broad outer petals of deep lemon yellow complement the similarly colored petaloids, but with a pinkish 
apricot cast.  Strong stems and short necks, give great pose.   04-148  $15.00 each. 

BEAUTIFUL SILK  (Havens)  2011  2Y-P  L  16"  (Acumen x American Dream) OH4/5. A most beautiful flower from a prolific cross, 

with coloring somewhat reminiscent of American Shores. Pastel lemon yellow very flat, smooth perianth accentuates a straight mid 
pink corona, darker near the rim. A very elegant flower for show.  Limited supply.  02-154  $40.00 each. 

BIOMETRICS (Havens) 2004 2Y-O  E 12" (Jetfire x Gypsy) TEH53/11.  Nicely formed intermediate size flower which is fertile.  It has 

shown ability to set seed when crossed with miniatures.  Well-formed flat bright yellow perianth and bright orange cup-shaped 
corona with slight ruffle.  Intermediate.  02-913  $8.00 each. 

BOBBYSOXER  (Alec Gray) 1949 7Y-YYO LM 8".  A small light yellow flower, with a nice flat perianth, and good sized, nearly flat 
crown of orange.   07-511 $7.00 each. 

CEDAR HILLS CEDAR HILLS (Mitsch) 1987 3W-GYY L 24" (Impala x Green Hills) KK87/3A. One of our favorites, the large green eye 

zone, which extends nearly half the cup, seems to dominate one’s attention. Perfection of form and clean coloration. Beautifully 
rounded broad white perianth and deep yellow short cup. 03-138  $7.00 each 

CELESTE AIDA  (Havens)  2012  2Y-P  LM  15"  (American Dream x Color Magic)  MH7/1. A sibling to Classic Magic, this flower has a 

slightly less defined ruffle at the border of the corona and a bit less intensity of pink color.  Very smooth texture and heavy 
substance characterizes the perianth of deep lemon yellow. The deep pink corona is cylindrical in shape with a slight ruffle at the 
rim.  Exceptionally smooth show flower.   02-322  $35.00 each. 

CHRISTMAS BELLS  (Havens)  2011  5W-W  L  15"  (Hillstar x N.T. var. triandrus) Y93/52.  One of the few pure white flowers from this 

cross, this one has a uniform, slight incurve to the graceful perianth segments.  Generally three pendant blossoms per stem, with 
many stems, making it very floriferous. Mid-length cup-shaped corona with slightly reflexing perianth. Has been a vigorous grower 
here.   05-363  $12.00 each. 



CHROMITE  (Havens) 2004 2O-O  L 14" (Hillstar x Lemon Sails) Y99/5.  Intermediate in size as it grows here (75 mm diameter).  An 

unusual color, probably inherited from Lemon Sails, but with much more intensity.  Broadly ovate, smooth perianth opening lemony 
yellow and matures to deep buffish orange.  Long straight cup of very pleasing deep tangerine orange.  Rapid increaser, but makes 
a rough appearing bulb.   02-133  $10.00 each. 

CONFIDENTIAL  (Havens) 2013 2Y-Y L 16" (American Classic op.) OHO22/1. A beautiful borderline intermediate, resembling its seed 

parent, but somewhat smaller and the corona develops an orange underlay when mature. Characterized with very heavy 
substance and silken smooth texture, the perianth is broad and flat. The long cylindrical corona is bordered with a deeper lemon 
yellow crenate rim. Limited supply.   02-221  $30.00 each. 

CONVERGENCE (Havens) 2003  4Y-P  LM 14" (Camelot x Tropic Isle) AH117/12.  Well-formed double of pale yellow with bright pink 

petaloids. Its strong stem and short neck give it a garden presence even in inclement windy weather. Form is suitable for show.  
04-267  $10.00 each. 

DASH (Havens) 2013 11aY-P L 15" (Trans American x La Salle) OH 13/1.  Somewhat resembling La Salle, but a little deeper in color, 

we think this one will be promising for the garden and have great appeal to those who are attracted to the unusual. Deep pink quite 
flat ruffled split corona with ivory yellow, relatively flat perianth which is somewhat ridged in places. Seems to be a very good 
increaser and possesses health and stamina. Limited stock.   11-249  $30.00 each. 

DENALI  (Havens) 1992 1W-W  EM 18" (Empress of Ireland x ((Vigil x Empress of Ireland) x Panache)) QEJ30/3.  Named for the 

beautiful, majestic Mt. McKinley in Alaska whose present native name is Denali.  A very beautiful flower nicely proportioned with 
smooth texture.  Relatively narrow waisted trumpet expanding slightly at the mouth with tailored appearance.  The spade shaped 
perianth segments are broad and flat.  Limited supply.   01-653  $10.00 each. 

DENARIUS  (Havens) 2008 2Y-Y M 16" (VH18/8 (Widgeon x Memento) x Magic Lantern) GH13/10. The entire flower of coppery 

yellow, the inside of the long corona is a deeper hue, bordering on orange.  Smooth flat perianth with ovate segments, rounded at 
the apex. Long cylindrical corona, slightly expanded and with a very slight ruffle at the border, just a few millimeters short of 
trumpet proportions.   02-225  $20.00 each. 

EARLY ARRIVAL  (Frey) 1988  6Y-Y  E  9-1/2” (possible Goldette seedling)  While not perfect in form it is about the earliest flower to 

bloom for us, often in mid-February. A small golden yellow with slightly reflexed petals, it makes lovely small arrangements early in 
the season.   06-434  $5.00 each.  

EMERALD EMPIRE  (Havens) 1999 2W-GWW L 18" (Misty Glen x Angel) Y149/10. A large elegant flower with many of the positive 

traits of both its parents. Smooth flat perianth segments of pure white and rather small white frilled corona seem to intensify the 
large deep green eye. The broadly ovate perianth segments have a silken texture with the back three segments nearly touching. A 
smooth show flower with vigorous health. 02-562  $9.00 each. 

ETHEREAL MAGIC  (Havens) 2009 2YYW-WWY L 15" (Lemon Sails x Sungem) I72/2.  One of the most beautiful of our reverse 

bicolors, this one is perfectly formed with very broad, flat perianth segments of silken smooth texture and clear color – lemon with a 
white halo.  The long corona opens about the same color and develops to pure white, with a distinct lemon gold frill at the rim.    
02-194  $35.00 each. 

EVE’S POET (Eve Robertson) 9W-GYR L 15" (Unknown parentage) Slightly reflexed pure, poet-white perianth relatively flat, with a hint 

of curl at the edges, mucro at the tips. Disc shaped corona with a large green eye showing on the outside of the cup, the green 
extending slightly, into the perianth, as it blooms here. Cup has a broad yellow zone and narrow orange rim.  
09-810  $10.00 each. 

GARDEN WARBLER  (Havens) 2013 2YYW-W L 17" (unknown parentage) LH69.  A beautiful little reverse bicolor with appealing 

color. In our climate, the flower measures from 75 to 82 mm in diameter and most flowers fit into intermediate range. Rounded 
perianth of deep lemon with distinct white halo contrasts beautifully with the bright white cup-shaped corona. We assume that the 
parentage contains some jonquil lineage, as occasionally there is a 2 headed flower. Of fine show quality.    02-272  $17.00 each. 

GLITZ  (Yerger)  9W-GYO  As it grows here, the cup of Glitz is much more predominantly bright red-orange, but at a certain stage of 
development has a bit of green and yellow in the corona. Smaller than some and a very striking flower.   09-291  $10.00 each. 

GOLDEN SILENCE  (Havens) 2013 7Y-Y L 18" (Regeneration op.) MHO41/1.  Very vigorous, well-formed golden fertile jonquil, which 

we think will have a future for show and hybridizing. Smooth, broad, quite flat perianth combines nicely with the cup-shaped corona 
which has a wavy edge. Sweetly scented with the jonquil fragrance. Recently, we have used it quite extensively in our hybridizing 
program. Vigorous and rapid increaser.   07-231  $25.00 each. 

HARPSICHORD (Havens) 2003 11aY-P L 15" (Hillstar x Pink Holly) Y100/10. Very pleasing flower, the corona opens lemon yellow and 

becomes a creamy pink in our garden. Here, the size qualifies for an intermediate. At maturity the ruffled corona becomes flat and 
splits evenly into the symmetrical perianth. Light fragrance. 11-634  $7.00 each. 

HAWAIIAN SKIES (Mitsch) 2W-YYP M 13". Spectacular flower for the garden, the pure white perianth accentuates the large, bright 

expanded cup of brilliant yellow, bordered in red-pink. Prolific bloomer and increaser, this one makes a bright splash of color in the 
garden. Its strong stems support it well and its heavy substance gives long life to the flowers. It has a large flower, but produces a 
small bulb for us.02-393  $12.00 each. 

 



HOMECOMING (Frey) 1993  2W-GWP  L  13” (Coral Ribbon x FEE5/2) PEF1/4.  A rich watermelon colored rim edging a white cup with 
a green eye, enhanced by pure white perianth segments beautifully shaped.   02-697  $7.00 each. 

LA SALLE (Havens) 2004 11aY-P  LM 13" (Lemon Lyric x Pink Holly) XH126/2.  Good contrast on a pink and yellow split corona, this 

is mainly a fine garden flower with carrying power, good health and vigor.  Intense pink flat corona splits into the deep lemon 
colored perianth.  Floriferous and with a strong stem.  We feel it has potential for breeding, as well as indispensable in the garden.   
11-545  $10.00 each. 

LEMON COOLER  (M. Yerger) 9W-GYO  Well-formed broadly ovate poet–white perianth; corona with green eye, bright yellow zone 
and narrow band of red orange, frilled at border.   09-420  $12.00 each. 

LEMON FROST (Havens) 2010 7Y-W L 16" (Cornell x ?)  MH13/1.  An exceptional flower with broad petals and broader sepals.  

Corona is more expanded than many other jonquils, somewhat reminiscent of Cornell.  The entire flower opens lemon yellow, the 
perianth developing a white halo and the cup eventually becoming nearly white.  An elegant little flower quite distinct from most of 
our other reverse bicolor jonquils.  One to two florets per stem.  Limited stock.   07-167  $15.00 each. 

LEMON LUSTER (Havens) 2008 2Y-Y L 16" (Lemon Sails x Sungem) I72/3. An exceptionally well formed flower with heavy substance 

and smooth texture. Very broad ovate perianth, the inner segments nearly touching. Cylindrical corona with slightly expanded 
border of beautiful frill, not catching in the perianth segments. Deep lemon yellow throughout, with a hint of green at the juncture 
between perianth and corona.   02-286  $20.00 each. 

LIGHTNING FIRE (Galyon) 2O-R EM 15" (Sabine Hay x Monal) FG100. A very bright flower, not as quick to fade as is it’s seed parent. 

Very broadly ovate perianth segments with heavy substance, are a deep coppery color, and intensify if picked. Deep orange-red 
bowl shaped crown is scalloped and very pleasing form. An all-around appealing flower with good health and an excellent 
increaser. 02-197  $12.00 each. 

MAGIC LANTERN (Havens) 2000 1Y-O EM 19" (Lemon Lyric x Lemon Sails) Y137/1. Formed rather like its seed parent, the color is 

an intensification of Lemon Sails. In our climate, the entire flower opens lemon yellow, the cup becoming buffish orange and 
continues to intensify. If not protected, it goes back to yellow and then fades to nearly white. Very rounded perianth with very 
straight blunt trumpet and heavy substance with smooth texture, make it a prime show flower. Has won awards at many shows, 
including National. Recipient of the William G. Pannill Award from the American Daffodil Society.  01-904  $10.00 each. 

MAGICIAN  (Mitsch) 1982 2W-R  M 18" (W17/1 (Accent x Rose Caprice) x Cool Flame) JJ16/1.  The white perianth is large and with 

heavy substance.  A flaring and fluted bowl shaped crown is of intense orangey red, appearing as deep red in comparison with 
other pinks. Limited supply.   02-237  $9.00 each. 

MARCH WREN  (Havens)  2012  6YYW-W  M  14"  (Woodthrush open pollinated) IO63/1.  A beautifully formed flower with well 

reflexed, ovate symmetrical perianth.  Long cylindrical corona, slightly expanded at the rim with a slight frill.  Of very appealing 
color, the perianth is pastel lemon with a band of white at its base and touched green where it joins the corona.  The corona opens 
buffish pink, becoming white at maturity.  Limited supply. 06-826  $30.00 each. 

MOUNTAIN BROOK  (Havens) 2006 2W-P  M  13"  (Cedarbird x Pink Silk)  BH1/1  Straight cylindrical corona, very slightly expanded 

at the rim with a semblance of a frill.  The corona is a beautiful pure pink, reminiscent of its seed parent, solid color to the base.  
Very flat white perianth.     02-331  $17.00 each. 

NATIONAL TREASURE (Havens) 2007 2Y-Y LM 16" (Glissando x Impeccable)  I79/3  A credit to both its parents, the color is bright 

sunshine yellow reminiscent of Glissando with the heavy substance of Impeccable.  Perfectly flat very broadly ovate perianth, the 
outer segments overlap.  A narrow flange on the corona, gives the flower character and grace.  Smoothest texture.    02-113  

$30.00 each. 

NORTHERN SKIES (Mitsch) 2007 6W-P LM 14" ((Accent x Debutante) x Cotinga) 2R37/6. Intense corona color of true pink, containing 

very little yellow; white fully and evenly reflexed, smooth perianth. With shortish rather wide bell-shaped corona, it has a special 
charm for the rock garden. Heavy substance throughout. Rapid increaser and vigorous..06-907  $12.00 each. 

ORANGE CANDY (Galyon) 2009 2Y-O LM 28" (Copperfield x Shinon) FG56 Exceptional flower of unique color, ideal for the garden 

and arranging. Broad perianth of bright yellow with heavy substance; large bowl shaped crown of butterscotch orange with a 
picotee border, a shade lighter. Very pleasing flower, looking fine in clumps. 02-142  $10.00 each. 

ORANGE FOCUS  (Havens)  2011  1W-O  E  14"  (Demmo open pollinated) MHO14/1.  Broad, flat perianth opening creamy yellow, 

changing to a quite clean white upon maturity.  The bright orange long corona measures borderline trumpet and is slightly 
expanded at the rim with a wavy edge.   01-173  $37.00 each. 

ORANGE SKY  (Havens) 2011 1W-O E 14" (Demmo open pollinated) MHO14/10. Borderline trumpet with broad flat perianth of creamy 

yellow, becoming creamy white at maturity. The funnel shaped narrowly flanged corona is  wavy at the edge. Well formed useful for 
show, as well as an important flower for hybridizing. Excellent grower and increaser; great in the garden. 01-235  $20.00 each. 

ORANGE SUPREME  (Havens) 2002  2W-O  LM 17" {(Gold Crown X Trogon) X [(Glenfarclas X LEJ21/1) X (Rima X Graduation)]} 

AH162/1. A most appealing flower, possesses broad, flat, white petals with bright butterscotch orange corona, funnel-shaped and 
widely flared.  The corona is about 3/4 the length of the perianth segments.  Limited supply. 02-533  $16.00 each. 

 



ORANGEWOOD (Havens) 2009 2Y-O E 16" (Gold Velvet x Scarlet Chord) HH26/6. Large refined flower of smooth texture and heavy 

substance. The long cylindrical orange corona has every appearance of being a trumpet. An excellent increaser and with potential 
for show and garden. 02-956  $10.00 each. 

 

OREGON PIONEER  (Havens) 1995 2Y-P M 17"  (Widgeon x Pink Silk) VH19/1. Smooth with heavy substance and strong contrast.  

The rather straight corona is light lemon upon opening, quickly developing pink on the inside of the corona and on the rim.  The 
lemon perianth is very flat and smooth.  An excellent flower for exhibition.    02-777  $9.00 each. 

PACIFIC RIM (Mitsch) 1994 2Y-YYR M 17" (Montego x Ringmaster) TT35/1. Entire flower of clear yellow, with a bright crisp, defined 

rim of solid orange-red on the perfectly round flared corona, of relatively short length. Recipient of the William G. Pannill Award 
from the American Daffodil Society.  02-761  $9.00 each. 

PATHETIQUE  (Havens) 2008 1W-P M 14" (Pink Satin x Pink Silk) DH7/2. Perhaps the nicest of the pink trumpets derived from Pink 

Silk, that we have raised. Pure white, broad, thick perianth complements the long trumpet of pure, clear pink to the base. The 
trumpet is expanded with a roll at the rim, which gives the appearance of being very narrow waisted. Elegant in form and color.      
01-145  $35.00 each. 

PEACH DELIGHT  (Frey)  2006  7W-WPP  LM  (F31/5 x N. jonquilla)  QEE14/13  A very welcome addition to the group of pink jonquils.  

A cup shaped corona, deep peachy pink.  Well-formed ovate white perianth.  Generally two or more florets per stem.  Resembles 
April Peach, but with deeper color.  Floriferous and ideal for flower arranging.   07-828  $8.00 each. 

PERPETUATION  (Havens) 1996 7YYW-W L 11" (Hillstar x Quickstep) Y91/14. Very precisely formed, broad lemon-yellow perianth 

segments with white halo, and round cup-shaped corona, becoming white. Generally 3 flowers per stem with sweet jonquil 
fragrance. Fertile and very floriferous.07-787  $9.00 each. 

PINK CHINA (Havens) 2W-P LM 16" (Pink Ice x HEJ17) SEH3/1. Intermediate in size, this one is a gem in the garden and has 

exhibiting capability. Rounded, flat, clean white perianth shows off the solid deep pink of the round cup shaped corona. Frequent 
winner in shows. Recipient of the William G. Pannill Award from the American Daffodil Society. 02-769  $9.00 each. 

PINK LIGHTNING (Frey) 2004 2W-GPP  LM (G27/1 x N. jonquilla) QEE15/1.  A beautiful little flower, a welcome addition to the 

intermediates.  It nearly always blooms with one flower per stem.  Ovate perianth of white, slightly reflexing at maturity.  Corona is 
a very rich pink with orange cast upon opening.  Maintains color well throughout the life of the flower.   02-281  $14.00 each. 

REVERSE DISTINCTION  (Havens) 2012 2YYW-W M 17" (Lemon Sails x Sungem) I72/1. At maturity, the flat, deep lemon yellow 

perianth is contrasted with the distinct white halo. Corona opens lemon yellow, but matures to pure white. The cylindrical corona 
flares near the deeply ruffled margin, sometimes catching on the perianth segments. Stunning contrast in the garden.   02-319  

$18.00 each. 

ROSEAPPLE  (Havens)  2012  2W-P  M  15"  (Rose Lake open pollinated)  OHO45/1.  Beautiful flower; clean white smooth perianth 

accentuates the deep rosy pink funnel-shaped corona ending in a deeper colored heavy ruffle, which sometimes catches in the 
perianth.  Excellent flower in the garden, the color carrying well and beautiful in arrangements. 02-199  $20.00 each. 

SALIENT  (Havens)  2012  2YYW-W  M  14"  (Woodthrush open pollinated)  IO63/2.  A total break with tradition, this is what one might 

call a “spider daffodil”.  Opens a deep lemon yellow throughout, the straight mid-length corona maturing to pure white if exposed to 
the sun. Very narrow perianth segments are relatively flat and symmetrical.  02-321  $8.00 each. 

SKY WARRIOR  (Havens)  2012  4Y-P  L  17"  (Ransom x AC3/2 (Tropic Isle x Riot)).  MH10/1.  Sky Warrior is among the best for 

color contrast that we have seen in yellow/pink doubles.  Bright lemon yellow outer petals with petaloids of bright pink.  Not as full 
as we would like but a great step in the right direction, some flowers having stigmas and a small amount of pollen.  Short neck 
provides ideal pose; strong stems hold up the heavy flowers well.    04-150  $45.00 each. 

SLAVONIC DANCE (Havens) 2008 11a W-P M 15" (Lemon Sails x Mission Impossible) GH4/4. Flat corona, serrated and ruffled at the 
periphery, evenly splitting into the lemony white perianth. A fine flower for arranging and may be useful in collections for show. 11-
593  $10.00 each. 

SPANISH FIESTA (Havens) 2002 11aY-R M 18" Bright yellow ovate perianth segments make a standout color combination with the 

brilliant orange-red corona which splits into the perianth. Exceptionally colorful and reasonably formed, it is well suited for the 
garden, with its rapid increase, heavy substance and bright coloration. Makes rough appearing bulbs for us. 11-612  $8.00 each. 

SPRING BOUQUET (Havens) 2007 2 Y-P LM 16" Lorikeet x Magician) WH27/7. A very showy flower, this one has a relatively long 

cup, making the ruffled corona all the more prominent, with its deep peachy pink coloration. The mid-lemon perianth is broad, 
smooth and endowed with heavy substance. An exceptional flower for the garden with its vigor and ability to increase. 02-441  

$10.00 each. 

SPRING CHIMES  (Havens) 1998 5W-W L 12" (Silver Bells x Quick Step) UH79/1.  Graceful pendent flowers with precise bell shaped 

pure white coronas and broad evenly reflexing perianths make this a promising contender for shows.  Floriferous, good increaser 
and vigorous grower make it an excellent garden flower.   05-345  $9.00 each. 

 



SPRING GRACE  (Havens) 2013 2YYW-Y LM 18" (American Classic x Disquiet) LH64/1.  One of our best yellows to date, the 

sunshine yellow perianth with classy halo is in fine contrast to the slightly deeper colored straight cylindrical corona. Very broad, 
smooth perianth, the petals nearly touching in front. A pleasing flower which we feel will be exceptional for show. 02-325  $45.00 

each. 

SPRING WALTZ  (Havens) 2013 6W-P M 14" (Woodthrush op.) MHO47/10.  Quite an unusual Division 6 flower, with well reflexed, 

very smooth white perianth and long tubular corona of pure, clear pink, frilled and flanged at the border. The perianth resists tears 
and is very symmetrical. Unique flower.   06-914  $25.00 each. 

STONE MOUNTAIN  (Havens) 2013 4Y-P LM 17" (Baldock x Convergence) OH7/4. A sibling to Battleford, Stone Mountain somewhat 

resembles Sky Warrior. The mid yellow perianth segments are in excellent contrast to the deep pink petaloids, which are plentiful 
enough to show their color well. Not as many yellow petals as we would like, but broad enough to give fullness to the flower. 
Occasional pollen has been used in hybridizing.   04-170  $47.00 each. 

SUN CAPTION  (Havens)  2011  7YYW-W  L  17"  (American Frontier x ?) MH8/1.  Useful flower for show and garden, this one is very 

floriferous, even though many have only 1 flower per stem.  Rounded, well overlapped perianth of intense lemon yellow with white 
halo, is symmetrical and slightly reflexed.  The bowl-shaped corona opens with a pinkish cast, especially near the rim, and turns to 
white at maturity. 07-191  $15.00 each. 

SWIFT CURRENT  (Mitsch) 1999 5W-P  LM 14" (Accent x N. t. var. triandrus) 2H4/4.  Well-formed pink bell shaped cup with nicely 
reflexing white perianth 1-2 florets per stem.   05-639  $6.00 each. 

TANG  (Havens) 2008 2Y-O E 17" (Gold Velvet x Scarlet Chord) HH26/4.  Exceptionally bright tangerine orange corona of near trumpet 

proportions is in stark contrast to the bright sunshine yellow perianth with thick substance. The trumpet-like corona is cylindrical 
with a crenate rim. Flat perianth of ovate petals and slightly broader sepals. An elegant show flower with hybridizing potential.  
Vigorous and healthy. Limited supply.   02-265  $20.00 each. 

THRICE  (Mitsch) 2002 11aW-P LM 14" (Decoy x Mission Impossible) 2T4/2.  Beautifully colored split corona of rosy pink.  On occasion 

the corona splits into three definite petal-like square structures, each lying flat against the front of the inner perianth segments – 
rather like Tricollet, hence the name Thrice.  However, some years, it does not split as cleanly, making a more traditional split 
corona.  Entire flower is of heavy substance and the rosy pink corona with a pure white perianth is a fine addition for the garden 
and for arrangements.  Has been shown successfully as well.   11-383  $8.00 each. 

TRIGONOMETRY (Mitsch) 1995 11aW-P M 15" (Recital x Phantom) 205/2. One of the best formed of the series of pink split coronas 

we have offered. Well-formed white ovate perianth. Creamy pink corona a bit ruffled, but symmetrical and evenly splitting into the 
perianth. A regular show winner. 11-779  $9.00 each. 

UNCHANGED MELODY  (Havens) 2007 2W-PYY L 15" . (Camelot x Music) Y43/1 Of heavy substance, reminiscent of Camelot. Very 

broad perianth of ivory white, sometimes the sepals overlap in back. Cup-shaped corona of apricot peach in the throat and amber 
yellow for half of the corona; at maturity, the color blends to soft apricot pink with an amber rim. The unusual color progression is 
fascinating to watch. 02-100  $10.00 each. 

UNIVERSAL CHARM (Havens) 2011 2YYW-W L 14"  (Limequilla x American Frontier) MH28/1. Beautifully formed, very well rounded 

intermediate size flowers. Lemon colored flat perianth with a white halo, the white extending into the middle of the petals, at 
maturity. Round, relatively short funnel-shaped cup, opening buffish color, turning white at maturity. Very rarely has two florets per 
stem. Readily sets seed here.   02-156  $17.00 each. 

VELVET CHORD  (Havens) 2007 2Y-O E 18" (Gold Velvet x Scarlet Chord) HH26/1. Sunshine yellow, broad, flat petals, slightly 

broader sepals, complement a bright tangerine orange, long tubular corona rimmed with a very slight frill.  Bright color, perfection of 
form and smooth texture make Velvet Chord a contender in shows.  Limited supply.   02-981  $17.00 each. 

VIENNA WOODS  (Mitsch) 1992 9W-R L 16" (Quetzal x Smyrna) D94/8.  A rounded, poet white smooth perianth with a flat typically 
poeticus cup all red.  Very well formed.   09-658  $7.00 each 

VINELAND  (Mitsch) 2001  6Y-Y  E  (Scio x N. cyclamineus) 2O49/21.  Beautifully formed, Vineland is somewhat slow to increase, but 

appears to be healthy and vigorous.  Well reflexed narrow perianth segments with long slender tubular corona gives it the grace of 
the species.  Corona is narrow waisted and very slightly expanded at the margin.  Limited supply.   06-151  $15.00 each 

VOICES OF SPRING  (Havens) 5W-W L 14" (Irresistable x N.t. triandrus) HH16/1. An exceptional triandrus hybrid with 6-7 florets per 

stem. Beautiful flower with a rather narrow build, well reflexed perianth with a short bell shaped corona. The mass of flowers makes 
for a show in the garden, along with exhibition quality, winning the W.A. Bender Ribbon at the 2007 National Show in Tacoma, WA.   
05-228  $17.00 each. 

WEST PLAINS (Havens) 2013 7YYW-W L 17" (Perpetuation op.)  NHO3/3.  Smaller than most of the reverse bicolor jonquil standards. 

Well formed, relatively flat deep lemon perianth with a white halo, contrasts well with the cup-shaped coronas which become very 
white at maturity.     07-232  $17.00 each. 

WHITE BIRD (Havens) 2002 7W-W L 20" (Pure Joy x N. jonquilla) AH80/1. Well rounded perianth segments and a small funnel-shaped 
cup with a crenate edge. Generally 1-2 florets per stem. Blooming very late in the season, well-formed and vigorous. 07-470  $7.00 

each. 

 



WINTER WREN  (Havens) 2013 1YYW-Y L 11" (American Classic op.)  OHO22/2.  In our opinion, this is the best intermediate we have 

raised thus far. Very perfectly formed little trumpet with silken smooth substance and beautiful color. It somewhat resembles its 
seed parent, but is much smaller (diameter = 77mm) and the trumpet, after opening yellow, becomes orange-yellow and if the 
orange is pronounced enough in other areas, may justify change to the classification. Lemon yellow perianth (with white halo) is 
perfectly smooth, the inner petals nearly touching Trumpet is cylindrical and straight with a crenate rim. Very few to go.      01-273  

$100.00 each. 
 
YOUNG LOVE (Mitsch) 2W-PPY LM 19". A most unusual color, this has been an excellent doer and a favorite type with many 

      gardeners. The large flat corona of pink, with an underlay of lavender, and rimmed with amber yellow band, is set off by the broad 
      white perianth. 02-943 $10.00 each.  'Limited Supply' 

  

General List (by Division) 
DIVISION 1 – TRUMPET 

AMERICAN DREAM ..........................................1Y-P 

DENALI ..............................................................1W-W 

MAGIC LANTERN .............................................1Y-O 

ORANGE FOCUS ..............................................1W-O 

ORANGE SKY ...................................................1W-O 

PATHETIQUE ....................................................1W-P 

WINTER WREN .................................................1YYW-Y 

 

DIVISION 2  –  LARGE CUPS 

AMADEUS .........................................................2W-R 

AMERICAN CLASSIC ........................................2Y-WYY 

ANITRA’S DANCE .............................................2W-P 

APRIL SNOW ....................................................2W-W 

ARCTIC PINK ....................................................2YYW-P 

ASTUTE .............................................................2W-O 

BEAUTIFUL SILK ..............................................2Y-P 

BIOMETRICS ....................................................2Y-O 

CELESTE AIDA .................................................2Y-P 

CHROMITE ........................................................2O-O 

CONFIDENTIAL.................................................2Y-Y 

DENARIUS ........................................................2Y-Y 

EMERALD EMPIRE ...........................................2W-GWW 

ETHEREAL MAGIC ...........................................2YYW-WWY 

GARDEN WARBLER .........................................2YYW-W 

HAWAIIAN SKIES ..............................................2W-YYP 

HOMECOMING .................................................2W-GWP 

LEMON LUSTER ...............................................2Y-Y 

LIGHTNING FIRE ..............................................2O-R 

MAGICIAN .........................................................2W-R 

MOUNTAIN BROOK ..........................................2W-P 

NATIONAL TREASURE.....................................2Y-Y 

ORANGE CANDY ..............................................2Y-O 

ORANGE SUPREME .........................................2W-O 

ORANGE WOOD ...............................................2Y-O 

OREGON PIONEER ..........................................2Y-P 

PACIFIC RIM .....................................................2Y-YYR 

PINK CHINA ......................................................2W-P 

PINK LIGHTNING ..............................................2W-GPP 

REVERSE DISTINCTION ..................................2YYW-W 

ROSEAPPLE .....................................................2W-P 

SALIENT ............................................................2YYW-W 



SPRING BOUQUET ..........................................2Y-P 

SPRING GRACE ...............................................2YYW-Y 

TANG .................................................................2Y-O 

UNCHANGED MELODY ....................................2W-PYY 

UNIVERSAL CHARM ........................................2YYW-W 

VELVET CHORD ...............................................2Y-O 

YOUNG LOVE ...................................................2W-PPY 

DIVISION 3 – SMALL CUPS 

CEDAR HILLS ...................................................3W-GYY 

DIVISION 4 – DOUBLES 

BATTLEFORD ...................................................4Y-Y 

CONVERGENCE ...............................................4Y-P 

SKY WARRIOR .................................................4Y-P 

STONE MOUNTAIN ..........................................4Y-P 

DIVISION 5 – TRIANDRUS HYBRIDS 

CHRISTMAS BELLS ..........................................5W-W 

SPRING CHIMES ..............................................5W-W 

SWIFT CURRENT .............................................5W-P 

VOICES OF SPRING .........................................5W-W 

DIVISION 6 – CYCLAMINEUS 

ADORABLE LASS .............................................6Y-Y 

MARCH WREN ..................................................6YYW-W 

EARLY ARRIVAL ...............................................6Y-Y 

NORTHERN SKIES ...........................................6W-P 

SPRING WALTZ ................................................6W-P 

VINELAND .........................................................6Y-Y 

DIVISION 7 – JONQUILLA HYBRIDS 

AMERICAN GOLDFINCH ..................................7W-GYY 

APRIL PEACH ...................................................7W-GPP 

BOBBY SOXER .................................................7Y-YYO 

GOLDEN SILENCE ...........................................7Y-Y 

LEMON FROST .................................................7Y-W 

PEACH DELIGHT ..............................................7W-WPP 

PERPETUATION ...............................................7YYW-W 

SUN CAPTION ..................................................7YYW-W 

WEST PLAINS ...................................................7YYW-W 

WHITE BIRD ......................................................7W-W 

DIVISION 9 – POETS 

EVE’S POET ......................................................9W-GYR 

GLITZ ................................................................9W-GYO 

LEMON COOLER ..............................................9W-GYO 

VIENNA WOODS ...............................................9W-R 

 



DIVISION 11 – SPLIT-CORONAS 

DASH .................................................................11aY-P 

HARPSICHORD ................................................11aY-P 

LA SALLE ..........................................................11aY-P 

SLAVONIC DANCE ...........................................11aW-P 

SPANISH FIESTA ..............................................11aY-R 

THRICE .............................................................11aW-P 

TRIGONOMETRY ..............................................11aW-P 
  



Bulbs – Very Limited Supply 

AMERICAN SPRINGS  (Havens)  2011  2YYW-P  M  15"  (Color Magic x American Dream) MH7/2A.  Somewhat similar in color to 

American Legacy, with deep contrast, but with a more distinct perianth halo.  Deep lemon, broad perianth with heavy substance; 
funnel shaped corona, ruffled at the slightly expanded border.  Very appealing flower with great hybridizing, as well as show 
potential.    02-131  $40.00 each. 

AMERICAN STAR  (Havens)  2011  2Y-P  M  15"  (Acumen x American Dream) OH4/3.  One of our best – exceedingly silken smooth 

flower of clean color.  Very flat broad lemon yellow perianth with a hint of halo.  Long tubular corona of pleasing pink, deeper at the 
crenate rim.  Winner of the Grant and Amy Mitsch Award (set of 3 stems of a seedling) at the 2008 ADS National show in 
Richmond, VA; also the Rose (best seedling in show) in Albany, OR in 2010.     02-141  $45.00 each. 

ARTIST’S LIFE  (Havens)  2011  7YYW-OOY  L  17"  (Fertile Crescent op.) NHO5/2.  One of the most exceptional of our newer 

jonquils.  Of unusual color and possibly a step toward yellow/pink jonquils.  The deep golden lemon, well formed perianth 
complements the cup-shaped corona of pinky orange, edged in light yellow.  Generally three florets per stem.   07-161  $30.00 

each. 

CLASSIC MAGIC  (Havens)  2012  2Y-P  M  15"  (American Dream x Color Magic)  MH7/3.  Brightly contrasted, with defined long 

tubular corona, the straight sides making it appear even longer.  Bright lemon very flat, broadly ovate perianth.  The corona is of 
bright pink, brighter at the ruffled rim.  Seems to resist tears and notches in the perianth, even with such a heavy, compact frill.  
Thick substance contributes to the life of this fine garden as well as show flower.      02-316  $45.00 each  

COEUR D’ALENE  (Havens) 2008 9W-GYR L 18" (Sea Green x Mountain Poet) Y170/2.  Named for a beautiful lake in northern Idaho, 

this well formed poet has very broad rounded inner perianth segments nearly touching.  Disk shaped yellow corona with a green 
eye and very narrow orange-red rim.  Quite striking and of exhibition caliber.   09-180  $12.00 each. 

COLLEGE YEARS  (Havens)  2012  3Y-YYO  L  15"  (Yale x Spring Coronation)  MH12/1.  A “toned flower” with a perianth which 

opens pale yellow and deepens with maturity.  The corona color is similar to that of the perianth at full maturity, with a well defined 
rim of orange.  A precise flower having some resemblance to its seed parent.  The perianth is made up of ovate petals with broader 
sepals, all quite flat; the small bowl shaped corona is well rounded, the entire flower is symmetrical.   03-169  $30.00 each. 

EUPHONIC BELLS  (Havens) 2008 5W-W L 16" (Limequilla x N.t. triandrus) HH20/3.  Probably the best of all of the white division 5’s 

we have offered thus far, the exceptionally well formed symmetrical flowers are nicely arranged with 3-5 florets per stem.  The bell 
shaped relatively long coronas are complemented by broad evenly reflexed perianths.  Appears to have inherited good form and 
smoothness from its seed parent and is a reasonable increaser for its division, although limited stock. 05-551  $30.00 each. 

GILEAD  (Christine Birch) 2000 7W-W L (Quick Step open pollinated) VOC4/1.  Well formed flowers, opening pale lemon, the corona 

becomes pinkish, the entire flower turning white upon maturity.  Broadly ovate perianth segments with cup shaped corona, 
generally three flowers per stem.  Sweet fragrance; sets seed freely in our plantings.   07-488  $15.00 each. 

GULL  (Mitsch) 1979  2W-GWW LM 21" (Easter Moon x 2/417 which is a Broughshane seedling) W65/2/7.  A large clean white flower 

with a satin smooth finish.  Both the perianth segments and the crown are rather longer than most flowers in its class.  Nicely 
balanced show flower with green shadings at the base of the crown.  Raised from seed sent here by Reginald Wootton some years 
ago.   02-201  $7.00 each. 

ICE CHIMES  (Mitsch) 5W-Y  M  12”  A very popular Division 5, small pendant blossoms, the corona of ivory yellow, and the perianth, 

ivory white.  Two-three florets per stem.  Very floriferous.  Typically, produces rough appearing bulbs, primarily rounds. Most will be 
supplied as 1 round per order.   05-512  $15.00 each. 

INTELLIGENCE  (Havens)  2012  1W-Y  EM  19"  [TEH50/2 (Jetfire x At Dawning) x VH9 (Glenfarclas x LEJ21/1 (Rima x Graduation)].  

A complex pedigree showing the use of orange-red cups along with pink trumpets, another step toward better orange trumpets with 
white perianths.  A borderline Division 1 large flower with large flat perianth of white, the straight cylindrical trumpet has a slightly 
ruffled rim – a medium yellow with orange under-tones when fresh.    01-218  $35.00 each. 

PAX ROMANA (Havens) 2013 1W-P LM 15" (American Dream x Color Magic) MH7/2.  Large, imposing pink trumpet with very heavy 

substance. The broad, flat perianth is ivory white; the ample cylindrical trumpet is deep pink, more intense near the slightly 
expanded rim, ending with a subdued ruffle.     01-290  $30.00 each. 

PROLIFERATION  (Havens) 2013 7W-W L 18" (Regeneration x (Limequilla op.)) MH35/2.  A welcome addition to the white jonquils, 

very nicely formed. Broad quite flat perianth with cup-shaped corona with crenate edge. Opens cream and becomes ivory white at 
maturity. Fertile and may be useful for hybridizing.   07-174  $25.00 each. 

ROLE MODEL  (Havens)  2010 1W-O M 15" (Lemon Sails x Uncle Duncan) KH45/1.  Our first orange trumpet with white perianth, Role 

Model measures a borderline trumpet for us.  When the flower opens, the broad perianth is creamy yellow, developing to a creamy 
white with an orange underlay.  The cylindrical trumpet of deep tangerine orange, is slightly expanded near the rim.  The trumpet 
color becomes lighter on the outside and retains the brilliant orange inside.   01-121  $47.00 each. 

ROSE GARDEN  (Mitsch) 1994 4W-R L 21" (Gay Time x Green Hills) 2P68/10.  A beautifully formed full symmetrical pure white double 
with bright orange red petaloids with a lovely spicy fragrance.    04-766  $10.00 each. 

 



SMOOTH SILK  (Havens) 2005  2W-P  M  15"  (Berceuse x Magician)  DH3/1.  Perfectly formed flower with long trumpet-like, 

cylindrical corona, expanded at the rim.  A beautifully colored corona of pure pastel pink with a very broad flat perianth of silken 
texture.  A most elegant flower with excellent show potential.  Obviously much of its genetic potential was derived from its seed 
parent.  Has been shown in winning challenge class.    02-262  $37.00 each. 

SPRING LIGHTS  (Havens)  2007  7Y-Y  L  18"  (Limequilla op.)  GO16/1.  An exceptional flower, the very smooth texture and perfect 

form in a jonquil is a long held goal.  Bright yellow self with smooth broad perianth and long corona similar to that of Limequilla.  
Generally comes with 2 to 4 per stem.  A consistently well formed jonquil.   07-945  $20.00 each. 

TOUCH OF PINK  (Havens) 2013 6WWG-WYP EM 14" (Straight Arrow op.) OHO10/1. A very unusual color from the cross, but we 

know that its grandparent Jetfire has produced various colors. Well reflexed white perianth with a very narrow definite green zone 
at the base. Long tubular corona which opens creamy yellow, becoming white at the base and light pink at the ruffled, slightly 
expanded rim. Won Gold and Rose ribbons at the Amity, Oregon show in 2011. Occasionally makes rough appearing bulbs.       
06-118  $25.00 each. 

 

Very Limited Supply (by Division) 
 

DIVISION 1 – TRUMPET 

INTELLIGENCE .................................................1W-Y 

PAX ROMANA ...................................................1W-P 

ROLE MODEL ...................................................1W-O 

 

DIVISION 2  –  LARGE CUPS 

AMERICAN SPRINGS .......................................2YYW-P 

AMERICAN STAR .............................................2Y-P 

CLASSIC MAGIC ...............................................2Y-P 

GULL .................................................................2W-GWW 

SMOOTH SILK ..................................................2W-P 

DIVISION 3 – SMALL CUPS 

COLLEGE YEARS .............................................3Y-YYO 

DIVISION 4 – DOUBLES 

ROSEGARDEN .................................................4W-R 

DIVISION 5 – TRIANDRUS HYBRIDS 

EUPHONIC BELLS ............................................5W-W 

ICE CHIMES ......................................................5W-Y 

DIVISION 6 – CYCLAMINEUS 

TOUCH OF PINK ...............................................6WWG-WYP 

DIVISION 7 – JONQUILLA HYBRIDS 

ARTIST’S LIFE ..................................................7YYW-OOY 

GILEAD..............................................................7W-W 

PROLIFERATION ..............................................7W-W 

SPRING LIGHTS ...............................................7Y-Y 

DIVISION 9 – POETS 

COEUR D’ALENE ..............................................9W-GYR 



ADS Approved Miniatures 

BEPOP  (Alec Gray) 1949 7Y-Y L 10".  A small round flower of light yellow with an almost flat crown.  ADS approved miniature.     
07-454 $7.00 each 

CHIT CHAT  (Fowlds) 1975 7Y-Y  L 10" (N. assoanus x N. jonquilla).  Small, perfectly formed blooms of clear rich yellow, borne in great 
profusion, two or three to a stem.  Very limited stock.  ADS approved miniature.   07-147  $5.00 each 

CURLYLOCKS  (Roberta Watrous)  1964  7Y-Y  LM  Pale yellow broad perianth segments; bright yellow bowl shaped corona with 
ruffle. Similar to Clare, but with a more pronounced ruffle and blooming somewhat earlier. ADS approved miniature.   07-363  

$18.00 each. 

GAMBAS  (Gray) 1964 1Y-Y E  A miniature size Division 1 flower with flaring ruffled trumpet and by today’s standard, relatively narrow 
petals.  ADS approved miniature.   01-667  $12.00 each 

HUMMINGBIRD  (Mitsch) 1978  6Y-Y  E 8" FO15/2. An open pollinated seedling of a Jetfire sibling. Clear deep yellow throughout with 

nicely reflexed perianth and good substance. A distinctive little flower that opens at the beginning of the Daffodil season. 
ADS approved miniature.   06-209  $10.00 each. 

PICOBLANCO  (Mrs. F.M. Gray) 1961 2W-W  M 5" (N. rupicola subsp. watieri seedling)  A dainty pure white miniature resembling a 
larger Xit.  ADS approved miniature.   02-409  $7.00 each. 

QUINCE  (Alec Gray)  12Y-Y  L  (Cyclataz open pollinated)  Charming little flower of soft sulfur with 2-4 per stem. Broad, reflexed 
perianths; relatively short cylindrical coronas.   12-129  $6.00 each. 

SIR ECHO  (unknown)  1Y-W  E  In a very rare class for miniatures, a trumpet reverse bicolor. Opens all lemon with the trumpet deeper 

color than the perianth, the trumpet gradually reversing to a pale lemony white. Perianth segments are divided and slightly twisted. 
Limited supply. ADS approved miniature.   01-242  $15.00 each 

STAFFORD  (A. Gray) 1956 7Y-YYO (N. rupicola x N. poeticus)    Beautiful little rounded flower of yellow with disc shaped corona of 
orange. ADS approved miniature.   07-287  $12.00 each 

 

 

 

 

ADS Approved Miniatures (by Division) 
 

DIVISION 1 

GAMBAS ...........................................................1Y-Y 

SIR ECHO .........................................................1Y-W 

 

DIVISION 2 

PICOBLANCO ...................................................2W-W 

 

DIVISION 6 

HUMMINGBIRD .................................................6Y-Y 

 

DIVISION 7 

BEBOP ..............................................................7Y-Y 

CHIT CHAT ........................................................7Y-Y 

CURLYLOCKS...................................................7Y-Y 

STAFFORD .......................................................7Y-YYO 

 

DIVISION 12 

QUINCE .............................................................12Y-Y 

  



Seedlings 
The following seedlings are being offered; we feel they will be useful for show and possibly hybridizing. These are in very limited supply.  

I8/2  7YYW-W L 16"  (Hillstar x Pink Step)  A well-formed reverse bicolor jonquil with broad perianth of deep lemon yellow with a white 

halo. Cup shaped corona turns a buffish color and matures white. Usually 3 per stem. Of show quality, as well as an excellent 
flower for garden and may be useful for hybridizing.     07-203  $15.00 each. 

LH64/3  2Y-Y LM (American Classic x Disquiet)  Another excellent flower from the cross which gave Spring Grace and Relativity.  Very 

flat, broad and symmetrical perianth of yellow is silken smooth; the long straight corona of similar shade is cylindrical, slightly wavy 
at the border. Excellent for exhibition.   02-230  $37.00 each. 

QH23/4  2YYW-Y  LM (American Classic x Rose Lake)  A prolific cross, yielding a number of superior flowers, its siblings Emperor 

Concerto and Sublimity are being introduced.  Several others are of excellent form, among which is this one. Very slightly reflexed 
exceedingly smooth perianth, broad and rounded. Slightly expanded corona with a frill at the border, becomes lighter with age.    
02-244  $30.00 each. 

QH24/1  2YYW-P  LM (American Dream x American Classic)  Deep lemon silky textured perianth with a white halo and touch of green 

at the base. The rather unexpected frill on the long pink corona gives beauty to the flower. Winner of Rose Ribbon at the Albany 
Oregon show in 2013.   02-240  $25.00 each. 

SHO1/1  2Y-Y L (American Classic open pollinated)  Beautiful, well-formed small flower with very broad, flat perianth of deep lemon 
yellow. Relatively short corona of the same color. Entire flower is smooth and heavy with substance.   02-251  $30.00 each. 

FG3  (Galyon) 2Y-O EE (Glenfarclas x (Monal x R.E.S.))  One of the last of Frank’s very early flowers, with a long straight corona of 
deep orange and bright yellow perianth. May be useful for breeding red trumpets, especially for early bloom.   02-255  $25.00 each.  

 

 

 

 

Seedlings (by Division) 
 

DIVISION 2 

LH64/3 ...............................................................2Y-Y 

QH23/4 ..............................................................2YYW-Y 

QH24/1 ..............................................................2YYW-P 

SHO1/1 ..............................................................2Y-Y 

FG3 ....................................................................2Y-O 

 

DIVISION 7 

I8/2 .....................................................................7YYW-W 

 

 

 

  



Jackson’s Daffodils 
We are privileged to have an offering from David and Robin Jackson from Tasmania, Australia.  As is widely known, the Jacksons have 

originated some of the finest cultivars in commerce.  All have been acclimated to the Northern Hemisphere.Their bulbs do exceptionally 

well for us.  

ABSTRUSE (Jackson) 3W-R  E  18"  (26/83 x Dr. Hugh)  A large early flowering definite Division 3.  The bowl shaped cup is such a vivid red 
it slightly stains the perianth.  Opens head down and the cup burns, but with effort is a magnificent show flower.   03-238  $15.00 each. 

BALDERDASH  (Jackson) 3W-YYO EM 17" (breeding unknown)  The flower only just measures Div. 3. The pure white perianth has both the 

petals and sepals shovel shaped, broad with their edges touching. The yellow expanded almost flat cup has an orangey-yellow rim.  
Limited supply.   03-330  $10.00 each. 

BANKER  (Jackson)  2Y-O EM 18".  (217/89 x Janz)  Four fifth length orange corona, a very consistent and excellent show flower that 
has won many awards.   02-987  $11.00 each. 

BLATANT  (Jackson)  11aY-Y  EM  18"  (83/89 x She’s Apples)   
A large early-mid split corona with the lemon yellow perianth contrasting with the three-quarters length golden corona.   11-164  

$22.00 each. 

CANOODLE  (Jackson) ) 2Y-O EM 20" (Redlands Two x 220/78)  A tall vigorous flower with a double triangular perianth of overlapping 
back petals.  The half-length expanding cup is the same orange to its base.  Limited supply.      02-220  $18.00 each. 

CIAO (Jackson) 3Y-Y M 19" (Nonchalant x Triad) A very consistent tall flower that always just measure Div. 3. It is the one golden 
yellow with broad shovel shaped petals and a ribbed cup. 03-707  $34.00 each. 

CLAIRVOYANT (Jackson)  4W-P  E  15”  (110/84 x 175/84)  A round very full double carried well on a short stiff stem.  There are only 
three layers of petals and masses of bright pink segments showing much more of the pink than white. 04-378  $46.00 each. 

CORKER (Jackson) 3W-WWP EM 18" (Fiddlee Dee x 287/80)  A nice clean attractive flower that just measures Div. 3.  Ovate petals with 
a defined bright pastel pink rim on the bowl shaped cup.   03-124  $43.00 each. 

DANGER ZONE (Jackson) 2W-P LM 21" (Refrain x Quasar)  Possibly the best of the Refrain x Quasar siblings. A large pure white 

perianth of broad shovel shaped petals carried well on a tall stem. The half-length bright watermelon pink cup gives great color and 
contrast. Very limited supply.   02-313  $43.00 each. 

DETECTOR  (Jackson) 1Y-Y E 16" (34/84 x 187/87) An early flowering smooth golden trumpet with great substance, form and stance. 

The perianth is double triangular with the back overlapping and the inner almost touching. The well balanced straight trumpet ends 
with a frill. 01-277  $28.00 each. 

DURATION (Jackson) 4W-OOY L 18" (196/81x Glowing Red)  A formal attractive double with excellent form, stem, stance, substance 
and color. Four layers of rounded petals and the short bright orange corona layers have a narrow yellow frill. 04-703  $24.00 each. 

ELUSIVE (Jackson) 3W-R EM 19" (Challenge x Dorus)  A consistently good flower that lifts its head naturally for good stance. The 
bright red cup is fairly sun resistant and contrasts with the thick white petals. Flowers early for its division. 03-919  $26.00 each. 

FLINTLOCK (Jackson) 2W-Y E 16" (163/82 x 27/80) An early flowering flat smooth thick double triangular perianth with no staining 
from the three quarter length, soft lemon, plain funnel shaped corona.  02-354  $16.00 each. 

FOP  (Jackson) 11aW-P E 18" (Printal x Dawncrest)  A tall strong consistent and attractive show flower that shows plenty of its colors. The 
white perianth is broad with shovel shaped petals, the slightly orangey-pink corona is evenly divided and lays flat against the corona.   11-
276  $34.00 each. 

HARMONISE  (Jackson) 11aY-P 14" (M. Evans L30-3 x Sprinter)  A yellow-pink split corona that will not win best in show, but could win best 

in its division. The pink corona segments are three-quarters the length showing the pale yellow perianth, an unusual and attractive flower.   
11-256  $26.00 each. 

KARIGAL  (Jackson) 11aY-O  M  16"  (Colorange x 105/84)  A tall early flowering split corona with the half length corona showing its 
bright orange as well as the yellow of the perianth.     11-843 $15.00 each. 

KOWTOW  (Jackson) 2W-Y 14" (Theorem x seedling)   

A triangular flat smooth perianth with good neck, stem and stance, and with almost no bleeding of the corona color into the perianth. 
The three-quarter length bright lemon contrasting corona is round and straight with a small frill.   02-273  $26.00 each. 

LA POINYA (Jackson) 2O-O E 18" (Stylish x Lea Slg)  Its triangular perianth has a definite orange flush.  The cup is a bright orange 
with a circular rim.  A quick increaser.   02-260  $15.00 each. 

LAUDE  (Jackson) 2W-P 16" (breeding unknown)  A typical Tasmanian color pink with a smooth flat perianth, the three quarter length 
corona expands slightly and ends with a small frill. The flower has the necessary good stem and stance.   02-274  $28.00 each. 

LITTLE TYKE (Jackson) 1Y-Y E 16" (Baradoc x Truvius) This little flower measures 71 mm to qualify as an intermediate. A perfectly 
formed and balanced little trumpet. 01-246  $16.00 each. 

ONYA  (Jackson)  2W-P  E  16"  (Ann Cameron x Dailmanach)  An early flowering soft pink consistent show flower with an overlapping 
smooth thick perianth.  The flanged cup is a lovely lilac pink.   02-179  $34.00 each. 



PLAUDIT (Jackson) 2W-P LM 19" (Refrain x Quasar) A cross between two Oregon flowers, with the typical red-pink acorn shaped cup. 
Nicely formed.  02-222  $25.00 each. 

RENOVATOR (Jackson) 1Y-Y E 18" (Unknown) Very early flowering deep golden yellow flower with broad very thick smooth petals 

making a slightly concave perianth. Good stem and stance, consistently good. Show winner. One of our favorites of Jackson’s. 
01-168  $15.00 each. 

REPROBATE (Jackson) 2W-P LM 19" (Refrain x Quasar)  Combining the best of both parents.  A tall flower with a pure white rounded 
perianth and a deep salmon pink acorn shaped cup.   02-233  $28.00 each. 

STUBBORN (Jackson) 2Y-O E 17" (Nakajima x Pzaz) The broad smooth lemon yellow shovel shaped petals overlap at the back. The 
straight cylindrical cup is all one shade of orange.  02-317  $11.00 each. 

TERMINATOR (Jackson) 2Y-R E 18" An early flowering yellow-red with consistently good form. The bright red cylindrical cup is two 

thirds the length of the petals and has a slight frill. The broadly ovate petals have a noticeable red flush. An excellent show flower. 
Limited supply.  02-125  $15.00 each. 

UNCENSORED  (Jackson)   11aW-P  E  (Unknown x Zombie)  A most attractive show flower, always good enough to be in top 
collections and is a magnet for viewers. Very consistent, good substance and lovely color.    11-863  $20.00 each.  

WHACKO (Jackson) 2YYW-WWY E 18" (308/? x 66/87) A large attractive tall reverse bicolor that reverses early, with a bright slightly 
darker yellow frilled rim and a narrow defined white halo on the perianth.  02-246  $20.00 each. 

WALLOP (Jackson)  2W-P  M  18"  (248/87 x 150/84)  A typical Tasmanian pink with broad shovel shaped petals and an attractive 
pastel pink cup.  Stands well on a stiff stem.   02-181  $22.00 each. 

WYONG (Jackson) 2W-Y  EM 18" (43/86 x 36/83)  A lovely smooth flat and thick double triangular perianth with a bright yellow funnel 

shaped corona, almost a trumpet, which ends in a slight flare.  Very consistent with almost every flower capable of winning best 
bloom.  Limited stock.   02-663  $30.00 each. 

YEAH! (Jackson) 2W-W LM 17" (35/86 x 88/81)  A later flowering very consistent very, very smooth show flower with excellent stance 
and balance.  The plain slightly crinkle ended cup is slightly creamier than the perianth.   02-249  $32.00 each. 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Jackson’s Daffodils (by Division) 
 

DIVISION 1 

DETECTOR .......................................................1Y-Y 

LITTLE TYKE .....................................................1Y-Y 

RENOVATOR ....................................................1Y-Y 

 

DIVISION 2 

BANKER ............................................................2Y-O 

CANOODLE .......................................................2Y-O 

DANGER ZONE.................................................2W-P 

FLINTLOCK .......................................................2W-Y 

KOWTOW ..........................................................2W-Y 

LA POINYA ........................................................2O-O 

LAUDE ...............................................................2W-P 

ONYA ................................................................2W-P 

PLAUDIT ............................................................2W-P 

REPROBATE .....................................................2W-P 

STUBBORN .......................................................2Y-O 

TERMINATOR ...................................................2Y-R 

WHACKO ...........................................................2YYW-WWY 

WOLLOP ...........................................................2W-P 

WYONG .............................................................2W-Y 

YEAH! ................................................................2W-W 



 

DIVISION 3 

ABSTRUSE .......................................................3W-R 

BALDERDASH...................................................3W-YYO 

CIAO ..................................................................3Y-Y 

CORKER ...........................................................3W-WWP 

ELUSIVE ............................................................3W-R 

 

DIVISION 4 

CLAIRVOYANT..................................................4W-P 

DURATION ........................................................4W-OOY 

 

DIVISION 11 

BLATANT ...........................................................11aY-Y 

FOP ...................................................................11aW-P 

HARMONISE .....................................................11aY-P 

KARIGAL ...........................................................11aY-O 

UNCENSORED .................................................11aW-P 

 


